
Airon - True Wireless Stereo JAZ earbuds
SKU: TEJZEARSETBTR

Stylish and high-tech Airon earbuds with charging case, for use as a pair or individually

TRUE WIRELESS STEREO TECHNOLOGY ENSURES A SECURE, HIGH-PERFORMANCE CONNECTION
These Airon earbuds wirelessly and automatically pair with each other  as soon as you take them out of their case thanks to 
True Wireless Stereo technology . Plus, with a wireless range of up to 10 metres  from the associated device, their
connection is always secure.

DUAL LEADER TECHNOLOGY ENABLES SINGLE EARBUD USE
With Dual Leader technology and microphones on both earbuds , you can listen to music and make calls  in mono mode
too. This means you can charge one earbud in the charging case while you're using the other, saving energy and extending usage
time. This feature also comes in handy when you want to monitor calls or listen to music but need to be able to hear external
sounds too. 

EARPHONE BATTERY AND CASE PROVIDE UP TO 20 HOURS OF LISTENING
The 35 mAh battery provides up to 5 hours of continuous use. The 300 mAh case provides up to 4 charges , extending 
usage to up to 20 hours. When the earphones are flat, you don't need to connect any cables, simply place them in their case.
If the case runs out of battery too, connect it to a power source using the  cable provided. The case can charge the
earphones even when it's on charge. 

ALL THE FUNCTIONS YOU NEED IN JUST ONE TAP WITH TOUCH CONTROLS
The vast touch controls make every function completely convenient and easy, so you won't have to take your phone out of your
pocket or even touch it while you're driving. Using the earbuds, you can play/pause your tunes, turn on the voice-activated
assistant, change tracks, answer/end/reject calls and redial the last number.  



THE METAL FINISH AND STRAP GIVES THEM A TOUCH OF STYLE AND PRACTICALITY
These Airon earbuds stand out for their stylishness with their unique design and the  brushed metal finish on the charging
case cover. 
Their small case is perfectly pocket-sized and can be easily attached to your keychain using the  silicone strap. 
The silicone tips included match the strap, adding a touch of style to these comfortable, practical and easy-to-use earbuds.

KEY FEATURES:

Automatically turn on and pair with each other
True Wireless Stereo technology that ensures a secure connection
10-metre wireless range
Built-in microphone on both earbuds
Dual Leader technology that allows you to use each earbud in mono mode
300 mAh charging case that provides up to 4 charges
Up to 5 hours of continuous use
Touch controls for music, calls and voice-activated assistant

INCLUDES:

1 x pair of Airon earbuds
1 x charging case
1 x charging cable
3 x pairs of silicone tips
1 x instruction manual
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Technical data
Color: pomegranate_red  
EAN: 8018417399442  
SKU: TEJZEARSETBTR  
Frequency: 20 Hz-20kHz  
Standby time: 150 hours  
Talking time: 5 hours  
Recharging time: 4 h  
Recharging cable: USB - Type C  
Speaker impedence: 32 Ohm  
Listening to music: 5 hours  
Battery: 35 mAh  
Buttons: Answer/End call - Playback control, Vocal assistant function  
Microphone: Integrated  
Sound mode (mono/stereo): Stereo  
Number of connections: 1  

Logistics data
Depth Pack: 50 mm  
Width Pack: 130 mm  
Depth Inner: 230 mm  
Height Pack: 110 mm  
Weight Pack: 150 g  
Width Inner: 140 mm  
Amount Inner: 6  
Depth Master: 470 mm  
Height Inner: 140 mm  
Weight Inner: 980 g  
Width Master: 290 mm  
Amount Master: 48  
Height Master: 310 mm  
Weight Master: 8455 g  
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